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DUO Jersey: plenty of cool combinations 
for a bright look. 
The Duo Jersey from La Passione is ideal to greet the 
warm season. Now also available for her. 
Duo Jersey is well-known for its vivid mix and match of 
fresh colours, which gives an amazing style boost to your 
cycling outfit. Duo is actually also an all-round piece, a 
perfect riding companion over that long period of time in 
which things start to get fun with mild temperatures and 
longer days to boot.    

Created with four different ultra-lightweight and stretchy 
fabrics, this jersey has a great fit and even greater 
breathability, also thanks to its weight - just 124 grams - 
and the back section with perforated inserts. The design is 
made up of a highly elastic front while the raw-cut collar 
and the sleeves ensure maximum comfort once you start 
pedalling. These ultra-light features allow for an ultraquick 
drying time, letting you avoid the wet feeling during the 
most strenuous times and offers practical comfort in case 
it needs to be washed and dried in a blink of an eye.  

The stretch fit is studied to offer a pleasant feeling when in 
contact with the skin while covering the chest without 
constriction offering the feeling of  freedom when met with 
a wide range of situations. This high-performance jersey 
has entered 2021 with new trendy color combos like 
Natural Sand and Graphite/Burgundy always with the aim 
of enhancing your personality and being daring, while 
wearing a high-performance item technologically in line 
with the needs of today's demanding consumers.  

This collection is now available in a version for women  that 
strictly maintains the same exact features, perfect fit and 
great breathability just like the  men's collection and current 
best seller.  
 
DUO is ready to offer a truly brilliant look made up of new 
classy tone combinations to make your rides 
unforgettable.  
 
Things you want to know about 

• Premium stretchy and ultra-lightweight perforated 
fabric.  

• High stretch, close-fitting Pro cut 

• Low cut collar 

• Full length zip with Cam Lock puller 

• Hold the Line logo on the puller 

• Zip garage 

• Three back pockets 

• Bonded hem with inner silicone band 

• Reflective logos 
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For further information 
www.lapassione.cc 
Instagram @lapassionecc 
Twitter @lapassionecc 
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La Passione | a Digital-Native-Vertical-Brand 
founded in 2015 from the vision of Giuliano Ragazzi 
and Yurika Marchetti, which places particular 
attention on fundamental values like high quality 
Italian craftmanship, in the service of contemporary, 
sophisticated, elegant and functional cycling clothing. 

 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0787/7613/files/DuoUpdateCollection.zip?v=1616146791

